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Greetings from Spark Academy!

Engineering Entrance Exams:

About Us:

We are offering EAMCET/ NEET regular and long term 
2019 for the students. Here is a brief about our institute 
and the spectrum of offerings for your students.

To get into premier engineering colleges in the country, 
students are to appear for the following key exams:

l  To get into premier colleges like NITs, 
IITs, IIITs.

 To get into the esteemed BITS Pilani campuses in Pilani, 
Hyderabad, Goa.

 To get into top engineering colleges like 
OU, JNTU, SVU, AU and other top private colleges like CBIT, 
Vasasvi, SNIST, MVSR, MJCET etc.

 SRM, VIT, Manipal etc.

ü Refresher Concepts and Basics
Shortcut methods
Materials Problem Discussion Sessions
Exam and Test taking Strategy Workshops
Weekly assessments and Tests to track progress 
Online Portal access will be given to students where they can log 
in individually and access chapter-wise timed online tests, 
previous year questions and grand tests
40,000+ Questions are available in the portal
Personal attention and feedback will be given to the students 
Test analysis and doubt clarification sessions will be conducted 
on a regular basis
Post Exam and Counseling  help to get into top colleges

We introduce ourselves as Spark Academy, a premier 
institute established in 2004 in Hyderabad. We offer 
tutorials and training in terms of Competitive Exams 
preparation, Skill Development, Tutorials and Career 
Counseling. With a proven track record of achieving 
academic excellence, Spark Academy seeks to help 

students achieve their goals.

JEE Mains and Advanced:

BITSAT:

EAMCET (AP and TS):

Other Engineering Entrance Exams:
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Spark Academy prides in following in terms of tutoring/coaching:

4 Stress Free Environment 
Tutoring by experienced Faculty members
Quality Materials and Content 
End to End teaching mechanism right from covering 
basics to teaching shortcut methods for Competitive 
Exams 
Fully Air Conditioned classrooms 
Daily/Weekly/Monthly assessments with real time feedback 
issued to the student 
Post Exam help for students to help them achieve their goals
We strive to work together with students and parents to bring 
value to our students
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JEE (Mains)/ BIT SAT/ EAMCET Inter 2 year studying Regular - One year 6:00am - 8:00am

JEE (Mains)/ BIT SAT/ Inter 2 year studying Regular - One year 6:00pm - 8:00pm

JEE (Mains)/ BIT SAT/ Intermediate completed Long Term - One year 8:30am - 2:00pm

NEET Inter 2 year studying Regular - One year 6:00am - 8:00am

NEET Intermediate completed Long Term - One year 8:30am - 2:00pm

JEE (Mains)/ BIT SAT/ Inter 1 year studying Regular - Two years 6:00pm - 8:00pm

Course Eligibility Duration Timings
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